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Beginning DirectX 9 (Game Development Series)Course Technology PTR, 2004
Welcome to the exciting world of 3D graphics creation with DirectX 9! "Beginning DirectX® 9" is your introductory guide to creating realistic virtual worlds and characters for games. This true beginner?s guide offers easy-to-follow instructions for getting your first DirectX program up and running. Then it?s on to 3D concepts and...
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Introduction to Design of Experiments with JMP Examples, Third Edition (SAS Press)SAS Institute, 2007
"For anyone wanting to learn about design of experiments, this book has it all. This book combines easy-to-read concepts and methods of design of experiments (DOE) with everyday examples and pictures. Anyone with even a cursory understanding of DOE can pick up this book and gain a very high-level understanding of DOE. The bottom line: This is...
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Applied jQuery: Develop and DesignPeachpit Press, 2011

	As Web designers, you are painstakingly compelled to grab Web surfers’ attention
	as quickly as possible and then keep them on your site to absorb the content. In
	addition to the product, service, or information that you are providing, the site
	must be visually attractive and offer stimulating (and valuable) interaction. The...
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Car Audio For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008
Welcome to Car Audio For Dummies! My goal in writing this book is to provide you with all the information you need to build the car audio system of your dreams. Whether you want a car audio system that makes it seem as if your favorite band is performing right on top of your dashboard, one that can keep a carload of passengers entertained with...
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Developing with Ext GWT: Enterprise RIA DevelopmentApress, 2009
Developing in Ext GWT is a fast–paced, practical guide to quickly learning the tasks necessary in building enterprise–class Rich Internet Applications. Based around the exciting new UI library from Ajax leaders Ext JS and the latest GWT release, this book takes the reader through setup, the available widgets, and advanced...
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Mobile First Design with HTML5 and CSS3Packt Publishing, 2013

	Roll out rock-solid, responsive, mobile first designs quickly and reliably


	Overview

	
		Make websites that will look great and be usable on almost any device that displays web pages.
	
		Learn best practices for responsive design
	
		Discover how to make designs that will be lean and...
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Networking: A Beginner's Guide, Sixth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2013

	Current, essential IT networking skills--made easy!


	Thoroughly revised to cover the latest technologies, this practical resource provides you with a solid foundation in networking fundamentals. Networking: A Beginner's Guide, Sixth Edition discusses wired and wireless network design, configuration, hardware, protocols,...
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Securing Your Business with Cisco ASA and PIX FirewallsCisco Press, 2005
The easy-to-use guide for learning how to secure networks with the world-class PIX Firewall Ideal for network administrators with little or no firewall experience Easily explains how to implement a security system in small and medium businesses or at home using graphical PIX Device Manager (PDM) Presents best practices for locking down network...
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DV Filmmaking: From Start to Finish : From Start to FinishO'Reilly, 2005
DV Filmmaking: From Start to Finish covers all  aspects of the new digital video frontier, for amateurs and professionals  alike--from the nuts and bolts of timecode and aspect ratio; to framing,  lighting, and sound recording; as well as editing, special effects creation, and...
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Home Wireless Networking in a SnapSams Publishing, 2006
These days, nobody really wants to learn everything there is about their hardware and software. And even if you did, who has the time to endlessly tinker and play with it until you figure everything out? You just want a book that will quickly show you how to set up your home wireless network. Home...
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Struts Fast Track: J2EE/JSP Framework: Practical Application with Database Access and Struts ExtensionBaseBeans Engineering, 2001
Learn solid practices in developing large, Struts-based web applications with MVC partitioning, database access, security, and content syndication, to name a few topics covered.
This book is not for the beginner programmer. It is recommended that you have a few years of web development and database development experience before attempting to...
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Fundamentals of Robotics: Linking Perception to Action (Machine Perception and Artificial Intelligence, 54)World Scientific Publishing, 2003
Tomorrow's robots, which includes the humanoid robot, can perform task like tutoring children, working as tour guides, driving humans to and from work, do the family shopping etc. Tomorrow's robots will enhance lives in ways we never dreamed possible. No time to attend the decisive meeting on Asian strategy? Let your robot go for you and make the...
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